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MASTER BUILDERS

COMPETING WITH 
AUSTRALIA’S BEST BUILDERS
This year’s Master Builders National Housing and Construction Awards 
will be held in Hobart on Saturday November 25. Master Builders 
director Michael McLean reports on Western Australia’s nominations in 
the housing categories for the awards.

THE QUESTION

I have had some tiling work done through my living area. We removed the 
old tiles and cleaned the concrete slab ready for the new tiles to be laid. 
There are parts that project higher than others and it feels like it might be a 
trip hazard for someone if I do not put a rug over it. I have tried to ring the 
contractor and he said the tiles were slightly warped and I didn’t purchase 
enough as he had to throw out and cut some that were apparently really 
bad. Is it the tile, or the tiler? How can I get advice on this?

THE ANSWER
Poor quality tiles can have uneven finishes and 
might not be straight (warped). Depending on 
what type of tile you have used (i.e. ceramic, 
vitrified, porcelain, stone), the desired spacing 
of the tile requires a quality product for a 
quality outcome to the finish.
Having said this, Tilers are not a registered 
or licensed trade in Western Australia. 
Registration or licensing is only required for 
builders, electrical contractors, plumbers and 
painters. Tilers can obtain formal qualifications 
through TAFE, but many would have learned 
their skills on the job rather than been formally 
trained. There is a Ceramic Tilers Association to 
which some tilers may belong, but the trade is 
largely unregulated.
Preparation is the key, so if you cleaned the 
floor and removed any residue of previous 
flooring it is a good start, however, a floor slab 
can be deceiving. It may not have been level, 
and without including a levelling agent or 
screen prior to laying certain tiles, a flawless 
finish could be difficult to achieve.
What you describe is termed lippage. This is 
a condition in floor tiling where one edge of a 

tile is on a different plane to an adjacent tile. In 
plain terms this means that one tile is higher 
than another, giving the finished surface an 
uneven appearance. 
When large tiles are used on surfaces with 
compound falls to a floor waste, lippage is 
inevitable. In your case, a living room floor 
should meet the allowable tolerances. The 
Australian Standard AS 3958.1 (guide to the 
installation of ceramic tiles) states a maximum 
2mm lippage between standard tiles.
A perception of lippage may not necessarily be 
due to poor workmanship. Sometimes highly 
reflective surfaces or the angle of natural or 
manufactured light accentuate otherwise 
acceptable work.
If you are unhappy with the tiling work that has 
been performed you should discuss the matter 
with the tiler. If further assistance is required, 
the Ceramic Tilers Association may be able to 
assist in resolving outstanding matters.
For more information about building, visit 
the Master Builders A-Z Building Information 
Directory at www.mbawa.com. If you have any 
questions about home building or purchase 
issues, email romina@mbawa.com

ROMINA DE SANTIS, technical adviser at Master 
Builders WA, answers your questions about home building

WINNING a Master Builders housing 
excellence award in WA is an 
extraordinary achievement.

However, winning a national award for 
that same home or residential project is an 
even more exceptional achievement which 
doesn’t come along very often.

Each year, the best homes built in each 
state and territory are nominated for the 
Master Builders National Awards. Judged 
solely on the quality of construction, the 
judging of these awards is not a task that 
is taken lightly, and requires a keen eye for 
detail.

The judging panel, comprised of a 
combination of active and retired builders 
from each state and territory, determine who 

they consider to be award winners in each 
category. The quality of each of the entries 
is incredibly high, and the winner usually 
ends up being decided by a majority vote. 

Western Australia is always proud to 
participate in the national awards program 
and we have done extremely well over the 
years. Adrian Zorzi was last year’s National 
Residential Master Builder of the Year for 
a magnificent home he built in Witchcliffe. 
There are some outstanding homes and 
unit development projects entered this year 
which are a credit to each of the builders 
involved.

We’re proud to introduce to you the 
residential projects submitted from WA for 
this year’s national awards. 

This year our national awards will 
coincide with Master Builders National 
Conference, which has the theme ‘Building 
Australia’. The content, speakers and 
format of this year’s event are the best 
ever. Anyone can attend our national 
conference and awards presentation. 

WA will have a strong contingent of 
builders and partners attending. For more 
information, or if you wish to attend, visit  
www.masterbuilders.com.au.

We wish each of our WA representatives 
the best of luck in these prestigious  
awards.

National Award Nomination Builder
Residential Master Builder of the Year Spadaccini Homes
Commercial Master Builder of the Year Multiplex
Alterations/Additions –  under $200,000 Addstyle Master Builders
Alterations/Additions –  $200,000 to $400,000 Summit Home Improvements
Alterations/Additions –  $400,000 to $650,000 Arklen Developments
Luxury Alterations/Additions – $650,000 to  
$1 million Exclusive Residence

Display Home – under $250,000 Impressions the Home Builder
Display Home – $250,000 to $350,000 Dale Alcock
Display Home – $350,000 to $500,000 Home Group WA
Display Home – $500,000 - $1.5 million Atrium Homes
Project Home – under $350,000 Easystart Homes
Project Home – $350,000 to $500,000 Vision One Homes
Project Home – $500,000 to $1 million Element Builders
Luxury Project Home – $1 million to $2 
million Spadaccini Homes

Luxury Project Home – over $2 million Spadaccini Homes
Medium Density – over 5 dwellings Pindan Constructions
Multi-Unit Development – $5 million to $10 
million BGC Construction

Multi-Unit Development over $20 million Multiplex
Historic Restoration or Renovation Built
Specialist Contractor of the Year Commercial Aquatics Australia
Environment and Energy Efficiency 
Residential Building Consortium Builders

Environment and Energy Efficiency 
Commercial Building Psaros 
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